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A History of the Western Art Market
2023-04-28

this is the first sourcebook to trace the emergence and evolution of art markets in the western
economy framing them within the larger narrative of the ascendancy of capitalist markets selected
writings from across academic disciplines present compelling evidence of art s inherent commercial
dimension and show how artists dealers and collectors have interacted over time from the city states of
quattrocento italy to the high stakes markets of postmillennial new york and beijing this approach
casts a startling new light on the traditional concerns of art history and aesthetics revealing much that
is provocative profound and occasionally even comic this volume s unique historical perspective makes
it appropriate for use in college courses and postgraduate and professional programs as well as for
professionals working in art related environments such as museums galleries and auction houses

Art Market Research
2013-12-19

this book is for art market researchers at all levels a brief overview of the global art market and its
major stakeholders precedes an analysis of the various sales venues auction commercial gallery etc
library research skills are reviewed and advanced methods are explored in a chapter devoted to basic
market research because the monetary value of artwork cannot be established without reference to
the aesthetic qualities and art historical significance of our subject works two substantial chapters
detail the processes involved in researching and documenting the fine and decorative arts respectively
and provide annotated bibliographies methods for assigning values for art objects are explored and
sources of price data both in print and online are identified and described in detail in recent years art
historical scholarship increasingly has addressed issues related to the history of art and its markets a
chapter on resources for the historian of the art market offers a wide range of sources finally
provenance and art law are discussed with particular reference to their relevance to dealers collectors
artists and other art market stakeholders

The Art Economy
2007

a look at the development of the global market for works of art and the value of art as a financial
investment

Selling Contemporary Art
2015-09-01

a sophisticated examination of today s contemporary art market from an art dealer s point of view this
new book focuses on recent changes in the quickly evolving market with an emphasis on how the
market responded to the global recession that began in 2008 gallery owner edward winkleman moves
from an examination of the factors beyond the individual dealer s command to those that the dealer
can control sections cover the rise of the art fair the rise of the mega gallery new online competition
models of post brick and mortar art dealing art dealers as art fair organizers collaboration in a new era
coverage is also given to the specifics of contracts contemporary art dealers may need including an
examination of a variety of contracts for representation consignment and new forms of contemporary
art exhibiting a wide range of interviews with international experts including dealers collectors art fair
directors journalists and online art entrepreneurs selling contemporary art is a must read for gallery
owners dealers and artists affected by the rapid innovations in the art dealing industry allworth press
an imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts
with emphasis on the business of art our titles cover subjects such as graphic design theater branding
fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to start careers business and legal forms
business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a new york times bestseller or a national
bestseller we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and
thrive we often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose
expertise can help our audience of readers

Inside the Art Market
2013-05-01

this highly readable and timely book explores the transformation of the modern and contemporary art
market in the 21st century from a niche trade to a globalised operation worth an estimated 50 billion a
year drawing on her personal experience the author describes in fascinating detail the contributions
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made by a range of actors and institutions to these recent developments the author s engaging style
makes this informative text ideal for collectors students and anyone interested in learning more about
the evolution of the unprecedented market for art which exists today

Big Bucks: The Explosion of the Art Market in the 21st
Century
2014-08-28

art today is defined by its relationship to money as never before prices of living artists works have
been driven to unprecedented heights conventional boundaries within the art world have collapsed and
artists now think ever more strategically about how to advance their careers artists no longer simply
make art but package sell and brand it noah horowitz exposes the inner workings of the contemporary
art market explaining how this unique economy came to be how it works and where it s headed he
takes a unique look at the globalization of the art world and the changing face of the business offering
the clearest analysis yet of how investors speculate in the market and how emerging art forms such as
video and installation have been drawn into the commercial sphere by carefully examining these
developments against the backdrop of the deflation of the contemporary art bubble in 2008 art of the
deal is a must read book that demystifies collecting and investing in today s art market

Art of the Deal
2014-08-31

a sociological perspective

The French Art Market
1987

this groundbreaking text brings together experts in the field of visual art markets to answer some
fundamental questions is art a good investment why is the art market dominated by america and
western europe where are the key emerging markets and what are the next good buys in art providing
readers with an understanding of the challenges facing art market makers dealers auctioneers
collectors and artists and the decision making process experienced by market players and investors
this exciting text merges the key theories with examples of practice in a highly accessible style written
by an international array of experts from the us the uk and china this book is essential reading for all
those studying or interested in art markets and management

Ethics and the Art Market
2014

by the turn of the twentieth century paris was the capital of the art world while this is usually
understood to mean that paris was the center of art production and trading this book examines a
phenomenon that has received little attention thus far paris based dealers relied on an ever expanding
international network of peers many of the city s galleries capitalized on foreign collectors interest by
expanding globally and proactively cultivating transnational alliances if the french capital drew artists
from around the world from cassatt to picasso the contemporary art market was international in scope
art dealers deliberately tapped into a growing pool of discerning collectors in northern and eastern
europe the uk and the usa international trade was rendered not just desirable but necessary by the
devastating effects of wars revolutions currency devaluation and market crashes which stalled
collecting in europe pioneers of the global art market assembles original scholarship based on a close
inspection of and fresh perspective on extant dealer records it caters to an amplified curiosity
concerning the emergence and workings of our unprecedented contemporary centric and global art
market this anthology fills a significant gap in the expanding field of art market studies by addressing
how initially contemporary art which is now known as historical modernism made its way into
collections who validated what by promoting and selling it where and how it includes unpublished
material concrete examples bibliographical and archival references and should appeal to academics
curators educators dealers collectors artists and art lovers alike it celebrates the modern art dealer as
transnational impresario the global reach of the modern art market and the impact of traders on the
history of collecting and ultimately on the history of art

Understanding International Art Markets and Management
2005-10-26

it is estimated that there are over 300 000 companies involved in the world s art market employing
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around 2 8 million people but the art world carries a veneer of mystery and secrecy that many people
find daunting and the language used by market insiders can be alienating and confusing to those new
to the art market the a z of the international art market not only clarifies useful terms and definitions
but also represents a significant contribution to the fast developing processes of transparency and
democratisation in the global art business comprising art market terms and core concepts both
historical and contemporary this book is a long awaited reference source that offers a unique
introduction to a dynamic business sector the a z of the international art market provides an accessible
and thorough insight into critical areas of market practice and custom that anyone involved in the art
market will find useful and enlightening

Pioneers of the Global Art Market
2020-11-26

record prices and substantial profits have been and still are being achieved on the art market yet
anyone who wants to get involved needs to be informed what distinguishes the english type of auction
from one in the netherlands what differentiates a vintage from a period modern or estate print dirk
boll managing director of christie s in zurich explains this and other technical terms while providing us
with insight into the rapidly changing art market the increasingly symbiotic relationship between
auctioneers and art dealers the strategies used by the big auction houses recognizing and creating
trends the profiles of the individual art fairs promising new areas for collectors and the future
development of the art market are just some of the fascinating themes the expert knowledgeably and
humorously deals with in concise chapters a trained lawyer boll is as competent at shedding light on
the legal parameters regulating the acquisition of art as he is in elucidating the difficulties
surrounding looted art and restitution procedures german edition isbn 978 3 7757 2814 0 language
english

The A-Z of the International Art Market
2016-11-03

this is the first english language account of the modern history of china s art market that explains the
radical transformations from the end of the cultural revolution when a market for art and artifacts did
not exist to today the book is divided into three sections part i examines how the art market in china
was suspended during the cultural revolution restarted grew and expanded into its current scale part ii
analyzes the distinctive value system of the chinese art market where the state run art system
including academies artist associations and museums co exist with an independent market oriented
system and traverses the most significant policies that drive decision making and market structure
part iii explores the driving force of art creation by telling the stories of five contemporary artists
across three generations arts and culture professionals scholars and students interested in chinese art
global art markets chinese government policy and china will find this to be a valuable resource

Art for Sale
2011-03-30

art markets agents and collectors brings together a wide variety of case studies based on letters and
detailed archival research which nuance the history of the art market and the role of the collector
within it using diaries account books and other archival sources the contributions to this volume show
how agents set up networks and acquired works of art often developing the taste and knowledge of the
collectors for whom they were working they are therefore seen as important actors in the market
having a specific role that separates them from auctioneers dealers museum curators or amateurs
while at the same time acknowledging and analyzing the dual positions that many held each
chronological period is introduced by a contextual essay written by a leading expert in the field which
sets out the art market in the period concerned and the ways in which agents functioned this book is
an invaluable tool for those needing a broader introduction to the intricate workings of the art market

A Modern History of China's Art Market
2023-05-08

as well as providing an updated overview of the international art market this introductory handbook
also forges the important but currently missing link between the values of orthodox art history and
those of the marketplace

Art Markets, Agents and Collectors
2021-05-06
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markets cost price structure failure power labor property investment systems

An Introduction to the Art Market
2011-10-28

this book gives a comprehensive account of the history and underlying economics of the modern art
market in eighteenth and nineteenth century britain

Globalisation and the Art Market
2009

enquiries on the economic aspects of art represent a modern frontier in art history the topic goes well
beyond the cost of a single object discoveries about the demands intermediaries and clientele of the
arts produced substantial advancement in the research particularly of the social history of the art
eighteenth century rome offers a privileged field of action given the permanence of the remarkable
investments by the local ruling class as well as the decisive development of external demand largely
linked to the grand tour this book the result of collaboration between international specialists brings
back into the spotlight protagonists facts and dynamics that have remained unexplored for many years

Economics of Visual Art
2021-08-12

the global art market has recently been valued at close to 50bn a rise of over 60 since the global
financial crisis these figures are driven by demand from china and other emerging markets as well as
the growing phenomenon of the artist bypassing dealers as a market force in his her own right this
new textbook integrates updates and enhances the popular aspects of two well regarded texts
understanding international arts markets and the art business topics covered include emerging
markets in china east asian south east asian brazilian russian islamic and indian art art valuation and
investment museums and the cultural sector this revitalized new textbook will continue to be essential
reading for students on courses such as arts management arts marketing arts business cultural
economics the sociology of arts and cultural policy

The Development of the Art Market in England
2015-10-06

the evolution of contemporary arts markets looks at the historical evolution of the art market from the
15th century to the present day art is both an expression of human creativity and an object of
economic value and financial refuge at times of economic turbulence historically the art market
evolved with the development of capitalism finance and technical change and art schools responded to
social events such as wars revolutions and waves of democratization the author discusses the main
features of modern art markets such as complexity in art valuation globalism segmentation
financialization indivisibility liquidity and provenance issues the book studies the impact of wealth
inequality and economic cycles and crises on the art market and features a chapter focusing
specifically on the art market in china this accessible publication is ideal for a broad interdisciplinary
audience including those involved in the economic and financial fields as well as art lovers art market
participants and social and cultural scholars

The Art Market in Rome in the Eighteenth Century
2018

met lit opg met reg case study of the st louis art market the author has interviewed the local artists
dealers and collectors

Understanding Art Markets
2015-10-30

providing a unique insight into the global art market this book discusses the flows of contemporary art
the migration of contemporary artists and the worldwide diffusion of organisational models which the
art market has recently witnessed
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The Evolution of Contemporary Arts Markets
2021-09-30

an insider s guide to buying collecting and selling art from an insider of christie s grounded in real life
stories art collecting today is the essential practical guide to today s art market a lightly regulated
industry with more than sixty billion dollars of annual sales the art market is often opaque and
confusing to even the most experienced collectors but whether a seasoned collector an uninitiated
newcomer or an art world insider readers will learn within these pages how the art marketplace works
in practice and how to navigate it smartly those who may have been put off by art world practices will
finally feel they have the knowledge needed to participate freely and fully and collectors will be able to
pursue their passion with more confidence important topics covered include how to evaluate buy and
sell art while avoiding costly mistakes and time consuming roadblocks how the market works in
practice for essential artists like ren magritte christopher wool amedeo modigliani and yayoi kusama
how collectors can be taken advantage of and the actions they should take to protect themselves why
tax laws in the united states reward art investors yet penalize art collectors how cultural property laws
impact the market for works by such artists as frida kahlo and andy warhol advice for new and
prospective collectors informed by close to one hundred interviews with collectors lawyers art advisors
gallerists and auction specialists in the united states and europe as well as by the author s own
experiences art collecting today offers a lively and thought provoking analysis of the day to day
workings at play today in the fine art marketplace

High Art Down Home
1996-12

this special issue of arts investigates the use of digital methods in the study of art markets and their
histories as historical and contemporary data is rapidly becoming more available and digital
technologies are becoming integral to research in the humanities and social sciences we sought to
bring together contributions that reflect on the different strategies that art market scholars employ to
navigate and negotiate digital techniques and resources the essays in this issue cover a wide range of
topics and research questions taken together the essays offer a reflection on what takes to research
art markets which includes addressing difficult topics such as the nature of the research questions and
the data available to us and the conceptual aspects of art markets in order to define and operationalize
variables and to interpret visual and statistical patterns for scholarship in our view this discussion is
enriched when also taking into account how to use shared or interoperable ontologies and
vocabularies to define concepts and relationships that facilitate the use and exchange of linked open
data for cultural heritage and historical research

Cosmopolitan Canvases
2015

while paris was the capital of the art world at the turn of the twentieth century many of the city s
galleries expanded globally and cultivated international alliances capitalizing on foreign collectors
interest if production was focused in the french capital which drew artists from around the world from
van gogh to picasso the contemporary art market was international in scope and art dealers tapped
into the ever growing pool of discerning collectors in northern and eastern europe the u k and the u s
moreover these traders were forced to counter the devastating effects of wars revolutions currency
devaluation and market crashes which stalled collecting in europe and rendered transatlantic trade
not just desirable but necessary this book assembles original scholarship based on a close inspection of
and fresh perspective on extant dealer records that have only recently become available to researchers
it caters to an amplified curiosity concerning the emergence and workings of our unprecedented
contemporary centric and global art market this anthology fills a significant gap in the burgeoning
field of art market studies in that it addresses how initially contemporary art which has since become
historical modernism made its way into collections who validated what by selling and buying it why
where and how complete with concrete examples bibliographical and archival references which should
appeal to scholars dealers collectors curators educators artists and art lovers alike it celebrates the
modern art dealer as transnational impresario the global reach of the modern art market and the
impact of traders on the history of collecting and ultimately on the history of art

Art Collecting Today
2017-04-04

this edited collection offers an in depth analysis of the complex and changing relationship between the
arts and their markets highly relevant to almost any sociological exploration of the arts this interaction
has long been approached and studied however rapid and far reaching economic changes have
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recently occurred through a number of new empirical case studies across multiple artistic historic and
geographical settings this volume illuminates the developments of various art markets and their
sociological analyses the contributions include chapters on artistic recognition and exclusion
integration and self representation in the art market sociocultural changes the role of the gallery
owner and collectives rankings and constraints across the cultural industries drawing on research
from japan switzerland france italy china the us uk and more this rich and global perspective
challenges current debates surrounding art and markets and will be an important reference point for
scholars and students across the sociology of arts cultural sociology and culture economy

Art Markets and Digital Histories
2020-03-16

originally published in 2011 iain robertson s a new art from emerging markets introduced and
examined three types of emerging markets for contemporary art the very recently established the
maturing and the mature this fully revised second edition not only updates the reader on this rapidly
evolving market but also adds important new sections on south america focusing on brazil mexico
columbia and cuba on nigeria south africa and qatar besides the temporal aspect it discusses how size
and speed of growth provide other means of establishing where the market is placed as well as
providing a survey of emerging art markets throughout the world the book is concerned with looking
at how value in non western contemporary art is constructed largely by external political events and
economic factors rather than aesthetic considerations for instance dubai s political risk has increased
markedly with the threat of a terrorist attack in the emirate this has repercussions for one of the world
s newest art market hubs and will undoubtedly affect the progress of prices for middle eastern and
indian art the book also considers whether it is better to let a new art market grow organically driven
by commercial imperatives or for the government to step in to construct a cultural and economic
infrastructure within which an art market can be placed written accessibly and engagingly the book
presents emerging art market scenarios that offer the collector investor speculator observer and
culturally interested individual an insight into where the new markets are and how they are likely to
develop

Pioneers of the Global Art Market
2020

art crossing borders offers a thought provoking analysis of the internationalisation of the art market
during the long nineteenth century twelve experts dealing with a wide variety of geographical
temporal and commercial contexts explore how the gradual integration of art markets structurally
depended on the simultaneous rise of nationalist modes of thinking in unexpected and ambiguous ways
by presenting a radically international research perspective art crossing borders offers a crucial
contribution to the field of art market studies

The Sociology of Arts and Markets
2020-05-28

drawing on a wide range of interdisciplinary sources in dialogue with artists writings this anthology
traces the historic origins of these debates in different versions of modernism and surveys the
relationship between art value and price the evolution and influence of patronage the actors and
institutions of the art market and the diversity of artistic practices that either criticise or embrace the
condition of the contemporary market

New Art, New Markets
2018

the book examines the contemporary art system with a broad and systematic approach through the
application of models of microeconomics and industrial organizations by breaking down the traditional
barriers between different academic disciplines such as art and economics this book offers a unique
opportunity to grasp the complexities of the contemporary art world and provides the tools to conduct
a structural analysis of that market the result is an in depth analysis of the contemporary art market
from an interdisciplinary perspective while it is not a textbook in the strictest sense the book offers a
concise and effective overview of all actors in the art system and provides supporting data and
valuable information both conceptual and practical it is therefore a text that can be used by students
wishing to better understand the complex dynamics that govern the contemporary art market but also
by cultural managers collectors potential art investors or simply art lovers who need a quick reference
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Art Crossing Borders
2019-02-11

photography and the art market charts the transition of photographs created for aesthetic ends from a
hobbyist pastime to a core component of the international fine art scene this essential handbook
explores the structural elements that supported this shift including dedicated galleries museum and
private collections festivals fairs and academic scholarship and appraises the state of the market for
photography today it is a must read for all involved in the photography world including curators
students dealers and private and institutional buyers

The Market
2013

silver medal winner 2024 axiom business book award personal finance retirement planning investing
the market for art can be as eye catching as artworks themselves works by artists from da vinci and
rembrandt to picasso and modigliani have sold for hundreds of millions of dollars the world s
ultrawealthy increasingly treat art as part of their portfolios since artworks are often valuable assets
how should financial professionals analyze them arturo cifuentes and ventura charlin provide an expert
guide to the methods risks and rewards of investing in art they detail how to apply the financial and
statistical tools and techniques used to evaluate more traditional investments such as stocks bonds and
real estate to art markets the worth of art financial tools for the art markets shows readers how to use
empirical evidence to answer questions such as how do the returns on basquiat compare to the s p 500
are monet s portraits as valuable as his landscapes do red paintings fetch higher prices than blue ones
and does the color palette matter equally to the sales of abstract rothkos and figurative hockneys how
much should be loaned to a borrower who is pledging one of joan mitchell s late abstract paintings as
collateral would the risk return profile of a conventional portfolio benefit from exposure to warhol
rigorous and readable this book also demonstrates how quantitative analysis can deepen aesthetic
appreciation of art

The Economics of Contemporary Art
2013-04-16

art investment is a booming global market which has not yet been affected by market uncertainty in
other investment sectors prices are surging and auction records are constantly being broken in terms
of prices paid for old masters impressionist paintings and works from the contemporary sector
according to the annual hiscox art market research report prices for contemporary art rose by 55 in
the year to mid 2007 but are such increases sustainable do other world markets and different art
categories offer better potential for future returns this timely new book the first to assess art s
potential as an investment class on a country by country basis is designed for collectors and investors
looking to broaden their knowledge of the global market for art investment including history buying
patterns and future trends for many countries around the world locally based experts supplement
james goodwin s extensive knowledge of world art markets

Photography and the Art Market
2018

this edited book offers the first complete overview of risk in the art market by bringing together
contributions from a wide range of international thought leaders on the topic both practitioners and
leading scholars who investigate the specific types of uncertainty that exist in the art market as well as
the dominant models used to manage the risks an essential read for both art world practitioners as
well as scholars and students risk and uncertainty in the art market elucidates the dynamics and
unique qualities of the art market as well as developing insights relevant to other sectors including
sociology business and management economics and finance

The Worth of Art
2023-09-05

this book takes an interdisciplinary transnational and cross cultural approach to reflect on critically
examine and challenge the surprisingly robust practice of making art after death in an artist s name
through the lenses of scholars from the fields of art history economics and law as well as practicing
artists works of art conceived as multiples such as sculptures etchings prints photographs and
conceptual art can be and often are remade from original models and plans long after the artist has
passed recent sales have suggested a growing market embrace of posthumous works
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contemporaneous with questioning on the part of art history legal norms seem unready for this surge
in posthumous production and are beset by conflict across jurisdictions non western approaches to
posthumous art from chinese emulations of non living artists to native american performances take
into account rituals of generational passage at odds with contemporary market driven approaches the
book will be of interest to scholars working in art history the art market art law art management
museum studies and economics

The International Art Markets
2008

the reinvention of art history during the 1980s has provided a serious challenge to the earlier formalist
and connoisseurial approaches to the discipline in ways which can only help economic and social
historians in the current drive to study past societies in terms of what they consumed produced
perceived and imagined this group of essays focuses on three main issues the demand for art including
the range of art objects purchased by various social groups the conditions of artistic creativity and
communication between different production centres and artistic millieux and the emergence of art
markets which served to link the first two phenomena the work draws on new research by art
historians and economic and social historians from europe and the united states and covers the period
from the late middle ages to the early nineteenth century

Risk and Uncertainty in the Art World
2014-04-10

Contemporary Art and Its Commercial Markets
2012

Posthumous Art, Law and the Art Market
2022-04-29

Art Markets in Europe, 1400–1800
2016-12-05

Market Matters
2004
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